Rules of the International VHF/UHF Championship of Romania
Date/hour: first full weekend of July, from Saturday 14:00 UTC to Sunday 14:00 UTC
Participants: All licensed Romanian and foreign radio amateurs and contest teams accepting the rules of
the contest

Bands: all VHF/UHF/SHF/EHF amateur radio bands, starting with 144 MHz, except 3.4 GHz.
Modes: A1A, J3E and F3E according to IARU Region I bands plan.
Sections:
A = Single operator 144MHz
B = Single operator 432MHz
C = Single operator 1296MHz
D = Single operator multiband 144, 432 and 1296MHz
E = Multioperator multiband 144, 432 and 1296MHz
F = 2320, 5760, 10360, 24192 MHz regardless number of operators.
CHECKLOG = check logs are welcomed
Single operators can apply for categories A, B, C according to the bands they worked, as well as for category D,
no matter the number of bands they worked. The categories to apply for must be clearly specified in the log files
(PSect row of the EDI files), as well as in the email subject.It is forbidden to participate on single operator
sections using club callsigns.
Exchange:
RS or RST + separate progressive serial number starting with 001 by bands and WW QTH locator (e.g.: 59 231
KN17WW)
Scoring:
144 MHz = 1 point / km
432 MHz = 5 points / km
1296 MHz = 10 points / km
For D and E sections, the final score is the sum of the points for each band.
For the F section (SHF/EHF), one km distance counts one point. The score on each band
is the sum of the points multiplied by the following factor:
1x for 2320 MHz ""
3x for 5760 MHz
6x for 10368 MHz
9x for 24192 MHz ""
The final score for the F section is the sum of the scores obtained on each SHF/EHF band.
Terms of competition:
Within a single band one station can only be worked once.
Logs must be created separately for each band.
A contestant can only have one signal per band at any one time.
Single operator stations cannot be assisted or use more transmitters at once. By “assistance” it is meant human
help in the operation of the station or contesting (logging, listening to different frequencies, antenna relocation,
and so on). Use of DX clusters is allowed but selfspotting is forbidden.
All stations that send their logs issue points, if the log contains at least 1 YO QSO. In order to qualify for
classification, a minimum of 3 YO station QSOs are necessary. For multiband categories,these rules apply to
QSOs accumulated from all the bands.
For the validation of the QSOs, logs from other VHF/UHF competitions taking place in the same period will be
also used. Only logs containing at least 3 YO QSOs will be selected. The callsigns of stations that send their

logs, as well as those of stations whose logs are used for validation, will be posted on a web page indicated in the
log receipt confirmation email.
Errors (penalties):
1)

Points for both contestants are annulled in the case of:

a difference in the declared time of more than 5 minutes errors in the callsign (omission of /p is also
considered callsign error) errors in the WW Locator errors in the RS (T) or serial number incorrect reporting of
the mode
2) A 10% of the total number of points on the respective band is removed for each validated double contact
(see EDI format template for information on dupe marking)
3) Through the disqualification of a contestant all the points issued to other contestants by the disqualified
contestant are lost.
4) Violation of the Contest Rules will be deemed cause for disqualification of the contestant and the
annulment of the points issued by the contestant.
5) False declaration of the locator leads to disqualification and annulment of all the points issued
in the contest.
The decision of the contest committee is final.

Classification / prizes :
Separate classifications are made for each section. The 10 highest scoring contestants will receive awards. For
the sections where no YO stations have participated, no classifications will be made.
Log deadline:
30 days from the contest. Logs postmarked after the deadline will be reclassified as check logs.
Instructions for submission of logs:
Contestants are expected to provide the contest logs in EDI format, at the following email address:
contest.ukw@gmail.com . All logs received via email will receive receipt confirmations. Logs containing
problems will be returned to the sender pending correction, within 2 days from receipt (applicable exclusively to
logs sent via email). Please use file names like call_band.edi , for example:YO5XXX_144.edi
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